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then, now and future 














The Future of 
Discovery
Discovery as we know it
Web Scale Discovery: Abbr. Def.
WSD systems couple…
a pre-harvested central 
index of metadata and 
content…
…with a richly featured 
discovery layer.
Books Articles Journals Digital
GoSearch: Keywords, titles, authors…
Ask |Reserves | Hours | ILL | Your Account 
Your University Library
Out of the Box Discovery Layer
How venture capital works.
A u t h o r :  C h r i s t i a n  S c i e n c e  M o n i t o r  
( 1 9 0 8 - C u r r e n t  f i l e )  I S S N :  0 1 4 5 - 8 0 2 7  
D a t e :  0 3 / 1 1 / 1 9 8 5  D e s c r i p t i o n :  1 7  
Search: Venture
YU Library | Ask |Reserves | ILL | Your Account 
700,000 hits Sort: Relevancy
Dates













The Venture cloning method.
A u t h o r :  - T h a d i u s  S .  V e n t u r e
I S B N :  0 1 - 0 0 4 5 - 8 0 2  D a t e :  2 0 0 8B
Full Text
Super Science Library
QH 442 V7 2008 Due: Yesterday!!
Go
Out of the Box Discovery Layer
How venture capital works.
A u t h o r :  C h r i s t i a n  S c i e n c e  
M o n i t o r  ( 1 9 0 8 - C u r r e n t  
f i l e )  I S S N :  0 1 4 5 - 8 0 2 7  
D a t e :  0 3 / 1 1 / 1 9 8 5  
D e s c r i p t i o n :  1 7  
Search: Venture


























Relevancy and Value Ranking
• Weighted fields
• Exact match of term with field
• Density  of  terms





• Basic Search, Fielded 
Search, Advanced Search 
Options
• Autocomplete, Spellcheck
• Research Starters, 
Recommenders
• Facets, Limitors, Refining
• End User Account Features 
and Web 2.0
• Branding and Interface 
Customizations
• Full text: Hosted, OpenURL, 
Custom linking



















































































All journals No Author Supplied Abstracts and 
Author Keywords for All Journals 
including all available Subject 
Headings
Everything provided by the publisher is loaded 




All journals Yes Full Text Searching for All Titles 
including all available Subject 
Headings
Everything provided by the publisher is loaded 
and available now for end users
ARTstor* All images N.A. Indexing for all images contained in 
the ARTstor Digital Library
Everything is loaded and available now for end 
users
Directory of Open 
Access Journals 
(DOAJ)
Y All journals Yes All available metadata for all journals 
covered by the directory




Y All sources Yes All available full-text and metadata 
provided by HathiTrust
Metadata harvested by OAIster is loaded and 
available now for end users; awaiting full text 
and additional metadata delivery from 
publisher, content will be processed as soon as 
received




N.A. Full text searching Awaiting data from publisher, content will be 
processed as soon as received
MLA International 
Bibliography*
All sources Yes All indexing, abstracts, and TOC Everything is loaded and available now for end 
users
Springer Science & 
Business Media B.V.
All journals and all 
books & reference 
works
Yes Full Text Searching for All Journals & 
Books including all available Subject 
Headings
Everything provided by the publisher is loaded 
and available now for end users, books to 
follow
















Y All journals Yes
All available 
metadata for all 
journals covered 
by the directory
Everything is loaded 





Y All sources Yes
All available full-
text and metadata 
provided by 
HathiTrust
Metadata harvested by 
OAIster is loaded and 
available now for end 




content will be 


















Abstracts and Author 
Keywords for All 




by the publisher is 
loaded and available 





Full Text Searching for 




by the publisher is 
loaded and available 











Full Text Searching for 
All Journals & Books 
including all available 
Subject Headings
Everything provided 
by the publisher is 
loaded and available 
now for end users, 
books to follow













ARTstor* All images N.A. Indexing for all 
images contained 
in the ARTstor 
Digital Library
Everything is loaded 






N.A. Full text searching Awaiting data from 
publisher, content will 





All sources Yes All indexing, 
abstracts, and TOC
Everything is loaded 
and available now for 
end users
Data Sources: Licensed Databases
* Metadata for any 
provider identified 
with an asterisk is 
for mutual 
customers only.

































Everything is loaded 
and available now for 
end users
SciVerse 




Everything provided by 
the publisher is loaded 
and available to end 
users
Data Sources: NO DATA
Product Excuse
Compendex®
Compendex® is a journal index, so it is not likely to be approved for 
discovery, but we have licensed full-text searching (not display) of 
Elsevier's primary publications (e-journals)
LexisNexis
EDS already contains LexisNexis Law Reviews and EBSCO is waiting for 
the content provider to send the files for LexisNexis Academic. EBSCO is 
seeking all available metadata from the international divisions of 
LexisNexis…
MathSciNet
MathSciNet is a journal index, so it is not likely to be approved for 
discovery, but we have licensed full-text searching (not display) of the 
publisher's primary publications (e-journals)
SciFinder
SciFinder (Chemical Abstracts) is a journal index and is sold with access 
restrictions, so it is unlikely to be approved for discovery access, but we 
are seeking full-text searching (not display) of the publisher's primary 
publications (e-journals)
Data Sources: Not Sharing 
Provider / Product Sources Included
EBSCO eBooks (formerly NetLibrary) All eBooks
EBSCOhost Database Subscriptions
All full-text databases, all subject 
indexes, all historical digital archives, 
all eBooks
H. W. Wilson Company All databases including retrospective indexes
ProQuest ABI/Inform All indexing, subject headings.


































The mind of the beginner is empty, free of 
the habits of the expert, ready to accept, to 
doubt, and open to all the possibilities.”
- Shunryu Suzuki
do NOT do that
AND instead do this
OR it won’t work.
The problem with Summon is that 
students don’t need to be taught 
how to use it, but librarians do!
Expert intuition.
Knowing how 




Web site analytics Summon keyword analytics
Heat maps Usability testing
I never found stuff before you put 



























The Future of Discovery
Vendor view*
• What enhancements are most in-demand by your customers?
• What are your priority developments for Discovery the next 1 to 3 
years?
• What are the most interesting developments in technology, society, 
scholarly communication, or information seeking that libraries and 
discovery services need to respond to?
*views from vendors not necessarily
representative of all vendors!
Enhancing content
UX



















• Shift from print to electronic; Services built 
for e-content
• Support for on-the-fly collections (i.e. PDA 
and PPV)
• Broaden the scope of the content (github, 
YouTube, OA, MOOCs, blogs)
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UX: The Primacy of Discovery
• Discovery service as primary tool for patrons to interact with library
• Closely integrate discovery with LMS and take on some LMS functionality
• Seamless integration between discovery and other systems, such as LMS, 
citation management, etc.
• Access to all the things, from everywhere, and with any device!
• Responsive to international and regional needs (i.e. multi lingual searching)
• Speed!!!
• API for complete customizability
• Introduce social and citation features designed around discovery, sharing, 








DISCIPLINE / SUBJECT 
BROWS
E BY 
Disciplines based on subject headings 
within the Knowledge Base will be 













Responsive Search & Relevancy
•Highly intelligent search engines 
to anticipate end-user intent
• Intelligent and responsive search 
and features to guide users 
through the research process 
(autocomplete, topic suggestions, 
topical summaries and info, article 
recommenders)
• Intelligent relevancy ranking (i.e. 
different criteria and weighting for 
known-items and scholarly 
content; concept based searches;
• Integrate AltMetrics into discovery
•Better FRBR and duplicate item 
matching
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